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A Feminist Interpretation of  Women’s Work with 
Koloa in the Tongan Community
Mele’ana ‘Akolo1*
introduction
Born in the United States to parents who migrated 
from the Tonga Islands in the South Pacific, and be-
ing raised deeply immersed in a community enriched 
with Tongan culture, I based my Master’s thesis study 
on the Tongan community in the San Francisco Bay 
Area.  The three main subjects covered for the research 
were women, koloa, and feminism.  According to the 
Tongan Dictionary by C. Maxwell Churchward, koloa 
means “goods, wealth, riches, possessions; what one 
values” (1959, 270).  Anthropologist Adrienne Kaep-
pler concluded from her research done in Tonga that 
the most valued and powerful objects culturally for 
Tongans are pieces of koloa (Kaeppler 1999).  I iden-
tify as a feminist native anthropologist because I am a 
feminist who is a native member of the Tongan com-
munity that I have studied. It is my strong background 
with koloa that has given me the understanding that 
koloa represent Tongan culture. Koloa are a variety of 
cultural materials such as finely woven mats and tapa 
cloth — cloth made from the paper mulberry tree 
bark.  Koloa are used for an array of cultural and so-
cial events.  At birthdays, weddings, as well as church 
events, koloa are used for decorating venues, are worn 
by community members in the form of a ta’ovala (a 
finely woven mat worn around the waist), and given as 
gifts (for example large tapa cloth) during traditional 
gift-giving ceremonies (Fig. 1, Fig. 3, Fig. 4). Koloa 
are the wealth, valuables, products, and possessions 
of women.  Women govern koloa and the activities, 
customs, and traditions associated with the koloa tra-
dition.  A major goal of the research was to add to 
the existing research on koloa by showing how wom-
en have contributed to their communities and society 
through their work with koloa from the narratives of 
women in the Tongan diaspora community of the San 
Francisco Bay Area.  The research was also meaningful 
to me because I shared my own narrative and experi-
ences as a member of the community with the wom-
en.  We expressed the same dedication in asserting 
through the research that our work and contributions 
with koloa are extremely valuable to Tongan society.
Women produce koloa in a variety of ways.  They 
may produce traditional koloa in Tonga by weaving 
fine mats with fine strips made from the Pandanus 
tree through a long process or produce a large tapa 
cloth, also known as ngatu ngatu, which requires the 
Figure 1. Three women wearing a type of  koloa known as 
a ta’ovala - finely woven mat worn around the waist.
1Master’s Student, Department of Anthropology, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA
*author correspondence: mka217@humboldt.edu
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work of several women (Fig. 7).  Women may also 
sew or knit quilts known as monomono, and are con-
sidered nontraditional pieces of koloa in their Bay 
Area homes (Fig. 5).  Focusing on the work of women 
with koloa in my community, I was able to extrapolate 
the values found with women’s work and explain the 
significance of these values to Tongan cultural conti-
nuity in the Bay Area.  In developing a Tongan Pacific 
Islander feminist thought, I utilized feminist theories 
to describe the magnitude of koloa to women and their 
roles. I found validation of the persistence of values 
women have around koloa, primarily with the dedica-
tion women have toward their work that has lasted for 
hundreds of years.  
My research methodology consisted of autoeth-
nography in the Tongan community, where as a mem-
ber of the community and a woman I conducted an 
ethnography from a subjective position.  I utilized re-
search methods such as observations when attending 
different cultural events that required the use of ko-
loa and conducting interviews with women from the 
community that own, use, or make koloa. 
A demographic questionnaire was administered to 
the women and I engaged with them in participant 
observations.   My goal for the research was to provide 
deeper meanings for the values of women and their 
work, using the narratives of women in the communi-
ty in order to describe koloa as a tradition rather than a 
product.  As a feminist native anthropologist my goal 
was to shed light on where and how women’s work 
substantially factors into Tongan cultural values being 
preserved and highly regarded, even in places such as 
the Bay Area where dominant cultural values prevail.
 
Figure 2. Different types of  koloa used to decorate a gradu-
ation party.  On the wall are ngatu pepa and a fala pāongo.
Figure 3. Young boy wearing a ta’ovala for a special 
church occasion known as Fakame or White Sunday.
‘Akolo
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methods
I used several types of research methods to draw out 
data from the women.  I gathered personal memo-
ries of koloa through interviews, made observations 
at events where koloa were present, and partook in 
participant observations, helping women busy with 
their koloa activities.  I also used methodologies such 
as autoethnography, a reflexive and feminist approach, 
feminist analysis, snowball and volunteer sampling, 
and maximum variation sampling. The population of 
women I chose to research came from the community 
in which I grew up.
The two sampling methods I used to gain partic-
ipants were “snowballing and volunteer” and “maxi-
mum variation sampling” (Seale 2012, 145).  I used the 
snowballing and volunteer method by asking women I 
already interviewed if they knew of any other women 
who would be interested in participating in the re-
search.  Participants also voluntarily suggested other 
women to interview.  This method was not effective for 
gaining participants.  Instead, asking women at events 
to participate in the study was more effective.  There 
were typically larger crowds of people at an event and 
I was able to get several women to participate by in-
forming them about the study, requesting their par-
ticipation, and, if they accepted, getting their contact 
information to set up an interview at a later date. 
To develop a variety of women with different back-
grounds to participate in the study I used the maxi-
mum variation sampling method.  This method was 
crucial for obtaining participants because I planned 
to have a small sample size of women, but I wanted a 
diverse group.  At events, I asked women personally if 
they would be interested in letting me interview them. 
I also contacted women through social media sites 
such as Facebook, called or emailed women I knew, 
and asked women I interviewed if they could put me 
into contact with other women who would be inter-
ested in contributing to the study.  Building a diverse 
group of women to pull information from was nec-
essary to validate my findings.  I managed to include 
women who were born in Tonga, born in the United 
Figure 4. Tongan couple wearing a ta’ovala showing their 
Tongan cultural identity.
Figure 5. Different types of  koloa used to decorate a 
birthday party.  The quilt on the wall is a monomono, which 
is a quilt sewn by women made from Western materials and 
classified as a Westernized type of  koloa or me’a fakapalangi.
Feminist interpretAtion oF Koloa
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States, were experienced with koloa, had little expe-
rience, and established a wide age range of women. 
Having extremes within the group provided diversi-
ty.  The women were also from various religious back-
grounds, cities, and had varying levels of experience 
with koloa. This was to produce a diverse set of data to 
use for descriptions (Seale 2012).  The interviews were 
strictly on a voluntary basis and no compensation was 
given for participation.
All of the interviews were one-on-one.  They were 
conducted in several locations and for all of the inter-
views, arrangements were made to meet at a specific 
time in a private or public location where the wom-
an felt comfortable.  The interviews took place in the 
homes of some of the women, in my home, at a church, 
in coffee shops, restaurants, parks, and libraries.  The 
interviews took at least 45 minutes, and the longest 
interview I conducted lasted nearly three hours.  On 
average, the interviews lasted one hour.  They were all 
recorded using a voice recording device.  The women 
were given a hard copy demographic survey question-
naire to fill out before the interviews, which I used 
to gather basic information such as age, where they 
were born, their employment status and if they had 
children.        
I attended five events in the Bay Area.  The events 
took place at churches, a home, and a hall.  Women 
active in their communities engage in events that in-
volve koloa activities.  A birthday I attended was deco-
rated with traditional and nontraditional koloa.  There 
was a gift-giving ceremony where koloa were given to 
honored guests.  I participated in two events that I ob-
served.  One event was organized to promote the sales 
of traditional koloa pieces manufactured by a group of 
weavers specializing in making koloa.  I worked with a 
woman representing the group, who brought the koloa 
from Tonga to be sold at an event we organized held 
in a church hall.  Figure 8 is a photo of myself at the 
bazaar of koloa products on display.
I used a feminist approach to this research by 
choosing only to include the participation of wom-
en to give prominence to their narratives, forming a 
platform for women to be active agents in creating in-
formation about koloa, Tongan culture, and their sig-
nificant contributions to cultural continuity in their 
community.  This type of involvement by women in the 
community had not been substantially documented in 
previous research, which also lacked a feminist native 
anthropologist’s perspective.  The criteria for partici-
pants were that they were Tongan and women.  Their 
level of expertise with koloa was not my main concern 
since I wanted a diverse group of women.  Howev-
er, the women were required to have some knowledge 
of koloa.  My interview questions were structured to 
obtain information from the women about how their 
womanhood was defined by koloa as well as how they 
valued koloa.  The questions were directed toward the 
women to initiate answers that led into stories of ex-
perience, how their experiences influenced them, how 
or in what ways they valued koloa, and how much 
their values reflected their relationship with women 
in their families and the community.  The questions 
also touched on topics around gendered roles, identity, 
womanhood, and the work that they did with koloa.     
The point of using the reflexive approach was to Figure 6. Young girl (center) is wearing a teunga tau’olunga 
or traditional Tongan dancing costume.
‘Akolo
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highlight the narratives of the women, making their 
stories about their experiences with koloa essential for 
understanding the value of women’s work.  A reflexive 
approach engages participants in the study to let their 
interpretations of culture, customs, and traditions be 
integrated into the development of accounts or de-
scriptions of the particular culture under investiga-
tion.  Their contributions to the study are emphasized 
where they become a focus of the study. The autoeth-
nography complemented the reflexive approach in 
that I incorporated my own narrative of my experience 
with koloa rather than the research being conducted 
by an outsider.  As a Tongan woman, it was important 
for me to be honest about the connection I had with 
my subject matter.  As a subject myself, I was able to 
make observations and gather data that were not only 
meaningful to my participants but also meaningful to 
me, even before analysis.  Placing myself beside my 
participants allowed for theorizing about the women 
from a place where we had a similar social and cultural 
history, lived experiences, and similar social construc-
tions of our womanhood (Bolles 2001, 35).  My am-
bition was to construct theories about what to study 
with koloa and women, so that information being ob-
tained would reflect the multiple interrelated oppres-
sions that women face, how they combat them, and 
how these actions were a part of their role as women. I 
also wanted to bring awareness to the contributions of 
women and their koloa in the community (McClaurin 
2001, 62).  The reflexive approach allowed for explain-
ing the pragmatic qualities of koloa from the women’s 
experiences where women viewed koloa as undeniably 
representative of their cultural identity.  I also shared 
this same view as the women and was instrumental in 
highlighting this because of my subjectivity with the 
research.  For example, koloa have always been a way 
for me to express my cultural identity. They have been 
a tradition historically controlled by women and they 
represent aspects of my womanhood (Seale 2012).  I 
took advantage of my position politically as a femi-
nist activist by challenging as well as altering com-
mon traditional practices with research methods used 
in the field by studying women from my own native 
community.  This was to underline the point that an-
thropology has changed from its historic past of colo-
nialism, where subjects’ contributions were not noted 
and researchers were typically outsiders (McClaurin 
2001, 62).  As a feminist it was paramount to devel-
op descriptions of the koloa tradition, arguing for the 
significant value of women’s work and declaring their 
contributions with koloa as fundamental to maintain-
ing traditional Tongan culture.  As a native this was 
imperative for me to do because Tongan cultural iden-
tity was extremely valued by the women, as well as the 
community. Koloa are things I grew up with and have 
grown to value as a woman.          
The use of autoethnography permitted me to sty-
listically textualize my experiences, along with those of 
my subjects, through a theoretical lens where we could 
interpret, describe, analyze, and develop accounts of 
the koloa tradition as a group (McClaurin 2001, 64). 
Autoethnography allowed me to have “transformative 
ethnographic knowledge production” that countered 
the sometimes “frozen/static ethnographic represen-
Figure 7. Traditional ngatu ngatu type koloa (folded piece 
on top of  fine mat) given as a gift during gift-giving ceremo-
ny.  It is folded and placed on top of  the fine mat type fala 
fihu, shown here, for presentation.
Feminist interpretAtion oF Koloa
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tations” of traditional ethnography (McClaurin 2001). 
Traditional ethnography is still valued due to its holis-
tic nature and attention to detail. However, it has been 
found to have flaws because of biases the researcher 
had. As an outsider the researcher may judge the cul-
ture of those they are studying based on the standards 
of the researcher’s own culture (McClaurin 2001, 64). 
The benefit of autoethnography was that I could at-
tempt to fully interpret and theorize about the women, 
their community, and koloa based on how I engaged 
not only as a feminist, but as a native anthropologist 
standing together with the women in the Tongan 
community.  Autoethnography is, as Irma McClaurin 
describes, “blending the grounded, detailed descrip-
tions that come from ethnography with the poetics 
of autobiography to create autoethnography,” which 
offers anthropologists like myself the opportunity to 
express their connectedness with the subjects they are 
studying by discussing experiences collectively as na-
tives (McClaurin 2001, 71).  
A feminist analysis was employed for the research 
because grounding descriptions in feminist theories 
was necessary to truly understand the values of ko-
loa and women’s work, beyond the values of wealth or 
economic contributions.  Feminist theories that were 
a focal point for the analysis included gender with re-
gard to division of labor, agency as a form of self-defi-
nition, women working in the globalized world, Black 
feminist thought where women of color resist assim-
ilating to dominant culture, and postmodernism with 
respect to subjectivity.  Theories related to gender were 
pertinent to the analysis because they emphasized 
that division of labor with koloa responsibilities is fun-
damental for women to maintain their domain with 
koloa to continue the tradition and promote encultur-
ation.  Theories related to women as agents defining 
their womanhood called to attention the responsibili-
ties women have with koloa that provide relevant value 
to their gender roles and the division of labor between 
men and women when it comes to the koloa tradition. 
Women have an array of responsibilities with koloa 
that men do not have, that define who they are as con-
tributors to the community and society at large.  It is 
women who have governed this tradition historically 
which has served as a mechanism for women to define 
themselves, but more importantly to define aspects of 
Tongan cultural identity.  They must possess koloa be-
cause their mothers and their grandmothers possessed 
koloa.  They must be knowledgeable on how to care 
for their koloa to keep them from getting damaged. 
They must know what the different types are, their 
names, and values.  They must know how to present 
their koloa during gift-giving ceremonies for all sorts 
of social and cultural occasions.  They must provide 
koloa to their family, church, and community members 
to wear for social and cultural events, to present as 
gifts for a family member’s wedding or funeral, as well 
as for decorating a traditional Tongan event.  They 
are responsible for providing group members with 
cultural materials necessary for carrying out Tongan 
customs and traditions highly valued in Tongan soci-
ety.  Tongan culture is constructed out of longstanding 
customs and traditions, one of which are koloa.  
As self-defining agents of their womanhood, 
women have valued their work with koloa to the point 
that the tradition has survived throughout the years, 
giving women’s work authority and power within the 
Tongan community.  Theories related to Black femi-
nist thought, particularly with resisting assimilation to 
dominant culture, assert that maintaining koloa in the 
Tongan diaspora community is a form of resistance 
Figure 8. Display of  a variety of  different koloa for sale 
held at a church hall in Redwood City, California.
‘Akolo
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to dominant culture (Hill-Collins 2000).  Women 
continue to uphold their responsibilities not only in 
present time, but also in places all over the world far 
removed from the Tonga Islands.  They are women 
doing women’s work in a globalized world. Women 
sell and trade koloa on social media sites like Facebook 
and ship their koloa from Tonga to places such as the 
United States, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, and 
Asia.  By taking a feminist approach to my research 
from a subjective standpoint I diverged from tradi-
tional research practices in the discipline to embrace 
new methodology. I am promoting change with con-
ducting research and presenting information about 
Tongan culture that distinguishes women’s contribu-
tions economically, politically, culturally, and socially 
from other members of society.  
The feminist analysis was directed toward cov-
ering womanhood to allow the development of a 
Tongan Pacific Islander feminist thought on wom-
en’s work with koloa.  Information obtained from the 
women and information acquired from the literature 
review were carefully evaluated to locate areas where 
relevant contributions were made, addressing or re-
lating to topics such as womanhood, culture, koloa, 
customs, tradition, and men. That information was 
then grounded in feminist theories, anthropological 
theories, and finally, feminist anthropological the-
ories.  Theories in feminist anthropology that were 
applicable to the analysis focused on contributions 
that women have made to culture that have not been 
documented or attributed to women around koloa and 
cultural continuity.  Feminist anthropological theory 
utilized in the analysis focused on providing accounts 
of women’s work not associated with their reproduc-
tive role or domestic work.  The literature review was 
an extensive process that involved identifying perti-
nent literature as well as identifying theories in which 
to ground the descriptions.   
literAture review
Contributing to the existing research on Tongan dias-
pora, women and koloa, feminism, and cultural identi-
ty required diverging from the path paved by previous 
researchers and situating my research within the realm 
of a feminist native anthropologist.  Positioning my 
work as feminist involved reviewing feminism both 
in and out of anthropology, grounding my research in 
feminist theories reflecting the experiences of wom-
en of color.  Developing a Tongan Pacific Islander 
feminist thought involved identifying what women 
did to counter forms of oppression, such as assimila-
tion (doing away with one’s native culture to adopt or 
conform to dominate cultural values).  By building on 
existing theories, analysis of the research focused on 
the ways women resisted inequalities with race, class, 
and gender by identifying values women had devel-
oped around koloa and women’s work that defined 
womanhood.  For example, I analyzed the obligations 
women identified as valuable in maintaining cultural 
identity with their work with koloa that defined their 
womanhood. I analyzed the ways the women over-
came the strain of carrying such huge responsibilities 
in order to maintain the koloa tradition and women’s 
status with koloa.  To what extent did internalizing 
the burdens with their responsibilities factor into the 
structuring of positive ideals around gendered division 
of labor, cultural identity, social as well as hierarchical 
status, and womanhood?
 Current theories and descriptions of women and 
koloa focus on production, the economic value of ko-
loa, and women controlling koloa, with less attention 
paid to koloa as a tradition and work women do as 
cultural providers.  It was crucial that I contribute to 
these theories from a feminist native perspective.  My 
goal was to emphasize the changes taking place with 
anthropological research from the past that differed 
from my approach, in which the subjects’ narratives 
were the main focus.  I searched for literature on cul-
tural identity and Tongan diaspora communities that 
did not make significant reference to the use of koloa 
in showing cultural identity. My goal was to develop 
descriptions, accounts, and theories based on narra-
tives from women explaining why or how koloa are 
valuable to Tongans, particularly Tongan women cul-
turally identifying as Tongan.
Helen Morton Lee discussed Tongan cultur-
Feminist interpretAtion oF Koloa
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al continuity in Tongan diaspora communities and, 
when discussing Tongan identity, she claimed that 
there were certain qualities of this identity that people 
in her study strived to live up to and continue (Lee 
2003).  Lee emphasized the importance of Tongan 
cultural identity to Tongan people living in diaspora 
communities.  Developing narratives in her research 
from women in the community around cultural iden-
tity would have allowed women the opportunity to 
raise the topic of the koloa tradition in their conversa-
tions as a way to express one’s Tongan cultural identi-
ty, as they are fundamental aspects of Tongan culture 
and necessary for the culture to exist.  
Ping-Ann Addo and Phyllis S. Herda described 
traditional cultural practices of koloa production in 
Tonga of one particular type known as ngatu ngatu, a 
traditional tapa cloth made from the inner bark of the 
paper mulberry tree.  Their discussion on ngatu ngatu 
production was a common theme found in existing 
literature on koloa, where ngatu ngatu was presented 
repeatedly as if it were an ideal example of a type of ko-
loa.  The theme developed in the literature referenced 
the production of ngatu ngatu to describe the labor 
involved with producing koloa.  Discourse in the liter-
ature specifies the process of making this type of koloa 
to address the presence of a division of labor between 
men and women with koloa.  The reoccurring referenc-
ing of ngatu ngatu production alluded to the concept 
that koloa are mainly products or material things that 
put excessive labor on women and not men, which is a 
misrepresentation of the true value of koloa.  Koloa, as a 
tradition, are fundamental to continuing Tongan cul-
ture and are completely maintained by women.  With 
my own research, the goal was to stress that wom-
en controlled more than just the production of koloa 
through traditional or nontraditional practices.  They 
encountered conditions for holding their leading po-
sition with koloa that demanded an extensive amount 
of work such as production, but production was not 
the only condition women encountered in my study. 
The extensive work involved with koloa that women 
endured outside of production consisted of learning 
how to use koloa for different traditions, caring for 
one’s koloa to maintain its condition, and finding ways 
to accumulate koloa.  These were responsibilities only 
women underwent, that men did not have to be sub-
ject to.  Some of the women did not produce koloa at 
all, but they were a fundamental part of their woman-
hood that they valued because they learned these val-
ues through enculturation.  During enculturation the 
women described the valuable time they spent with 
other women learning about the koloa tradition from 
their grandmothers, mothers, aunts, sisters, elders, 
and peers.  Seeking to emphasize the diverse obliga-
tions women had with koloa brought about memories 
of loving moments with family or friends. They were 
representatives of knowledge when it came to culture 
because they became masters of their craft in every 
way, not just in production or extensive labor.
I turned to literature on feminism in and out of 
anthropology because the theories developed there 
were aimed at analyzing the work of women as con-
tributions, a form of power and knowledge.  These 
deeper meanings of the work women do with koloa 
can be overlooked by a researcher not trained in koloa 
activities. My goal was to use my own personal knowl-
edge of koloa to touch on cultural meanings and values 
related to women, koloa, and feminism that have been 
previously overlooked.
Findings
As a Tongan woman growing up in the United States 
with a mother who possessed and used all types of 
koloa for responsibilities to her family, church, and 
community, different types of koloa were not just a 
form of wealth, something my mother possessed for 
the sake of possessing them.  They had other mean-
ingful and valuable functions.  In spite of koloa being 
primarily defined as a form of wealth by the Tongan 
Dictionary and previous scholars, I wanted to look 
into other factors giving value to the different types 
of koloa.  I agree that they are valued and powerful as 
Kaeppler pointed out, but my goal was to find out in 
what ways were they valued by all women and how 
that factored into our work perpetuating the tradition 
over time.  My mother taught me about koloa starting 
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from a young age.  My first memories of koloa were 
the fine mats my mother stored under my mattress. 
There, they stayed smooth and preserved in present-
able condition.  For example, the fine mats, or ta’ovala, 
pulled from underneath my mattress would be as crisp 
as a shirt straight from the dry cleaners, still wrapped 
in plastic, and ready-to-wear.  I learned this practice 
of preserving my ta’ovala through enculturation spe-
cifically from my mother.  Women in the communi-
ty contribute to society specifically with their work 
around koloa through enculturation because they not 
only teach their daughters about koloa, but they teach 
society in general through their publicly displayed 
practices marked by their domain with koloa activities. 
I discovered from women in the Tongan commu-
nity that they held strong values around koloa.  Their 
first memories of koloa started at a young age; it was 
something they had been learning about since they 
were in elementary school.  However, they did not re-
alize the full potential of koloa because they were too 
young.  Women generally did not internalize the ko-
loa tradition as their gift consisting of womanly values 
that went beyond just cultural values until they had 
families of their own.  Their philosophy around their 
responsibilities was that they were guardians of koloa. 
The values they held factored into their feelings of ob-
ligation caring for, upholding, and preserving the tra-
dition.  Women felt keeping with their responsibilities 
showed they were keeping their integrity as women. 
Keeping the koloa tradition showed love toward one’s 
family, church, community, and culture.  This involved 
having koloa at all times in case of an event.  The wom-
en felt it was shameful if a woman could not fulfill 
her responsibilities because a woman without koloa is 
a woman without Tongan culture or identity.  Koloa 
represented their cultural identity, but it also repre-
sented their womanhood and resistance to assimi-
lating to dominant cultural values associated with 
Westernized notions of womanhood.  Women were 
relied upon by their families, communities, and other 
women to fulfill responsibilities with koloa. There was 
a sensibility with the women that koloa were some-
thing Tongan women should have in case there was 
a wedding, birthday, or event in the family, church, or 
community.      
Women acting as guardians of koloa appreciat-
ed their position by structuring values to keep koloa 
within their domain, such as in the privacy of their 
home. Here they could teach family about their values 
with koloa, how they cared for it, used it, and what 
the different types were.  It could also be in the pub-
lic where they conduct presentations with koloa such 
as the gift-giving ceremony.  In their domain, women 
relied on each other to transmit knowledge and values 
with customs, traditions, and culture to the communi-
ty.  Their domain with koloa activities was something 
they ruled and over time women have been able to 
maintain their position within their domain as well 
as maintain the koloa tradition, making it a staple in 
Tongan culture. 
Despite the enveloping effect of dominant culture, 
women have resisted assimilation by maintaining the 
koloa tradition. However, not all women in the dias-
pora community uphold this tradition.  One wom-
an, referred to as Fa, explained that if a woman was 
to have an event, but she did not have koloa, rumors 
would circulate about how she chose to conduct her 
responsibilities.  Women can choose to work with ko-
loa when fulfilling their responsibilities to the family 
or the community. When they choose not to, they are 
accused of not showing their Tongan identity or over-
ly conforming to dominant cultural values, which are 
not encouraged if those values take away from one’s 
Tongan identity.  The practice of women spreading 
rumors about women not contributing their koloa 
serves as a mechanism of social control discouraging 
women from doing away with their koloa and instead 
encouraging women to keep with the tradition.  Koloa 
was used to show cultural identity or “Tonganness” by 
women completing their responsibilities with koloa. 
Traditional pieces that were specific to the Tonga Is-
lands held a greater value than nontraditional pieces, 
even though all types of koloa were considered useful 
for fulfilling customs and traditions.  When women 
broke with tradition it was as if they were fiepalan-
gi, literally meaning “trying to be white”, doing away 
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with the values that they were brought up with.
Establishing Tongan culture in the Bay Area was 
crucial to building the Tongan community.  Women 
contributed significantly to building communities 
because they were knowledgeable when it came to 
culture and they possessed the resources essential to 
building the foundations of culture.  
discussion
It was evident from stories of the women in my com-
munity that they tremendously valued the koloa tradi-
tion. Discovering these values the women shared was 
made possible through seeking their narratives on ko-
loa and making them a crucial part of the study.  There 
were several reasons why women valued koloa, ranging 
from responsibilities to the family to self-integrity. 
One reason I heard repeatedly by the women was that 
koloa represented who they were.  Koloa, particular-
ly traditional koloa pieces imported from Tonga, were 
representative of Tonga.  Tongan culture was what 
the women wanted to preserve about their identities. 
The women valued this identity to the point that they 
committed to their responsibilities with koloa for their 
families, churches, and communities by enduring the 
labor involved, the time it took to make and preserve 
koloa of all types, and also working with other women 
to provide koloa for big community events. They valued 
their connection to their role as Tongan women pre-
serving the tradition.  Despite the responsibility that 
came with maintaining koloa, women willingly con-
tinued to withstand the challenges of their position as 
guardians to maintain their cultural identity and ac-
culturate members of the community to do the same. 
One main reason koloa has been preserved histori-
cally by women overtime is that koloa are the wealth 
of women and they have been defined by women as 
women’s responsibility.  The Tongan identity people 
seek when wearing their koloa is definite, but the tra-
dition also entails social and cultural values specific 
to women over any other member of society because 
they are the guardians of the koloa tradition.  Tongan 
society has accepted women as guardians of koloa be-
cause they have maintained this culturally-defining 
tradition for generations.  Even though women were 
respected for their work with koloa in the community, 
they were not given as much recognition for this in 
the existing research.  The stories of the women are 
what mattered the most for this study because they 
were the basis for giving women the recognition they 
deserved for their work with koloa that has persisted 
overtime.   
Koloa are symbols of Tongan culture in the Bay 
Area and in Tonga.  They are highly valued by members 
of society from the young to the old and from com-
moners to the monarchy.  Occasions of different types, 
from birthdays to school reunions, consist of customs 
and traditions ceremoniously carried out to complete 
the events as specific to Tongan cultural values that 
structure society.  Figures 5, 6, and 7 show examples of 
how women use koloa to make their events tradition-
ally Tongan.  What makes koloa have great value is not 
primarily economic value.  After all, to Tongan peo-
ple it is no mystery that koloa of all types carry some 
form of economic value.  Koloa carry significant value 
because they are a tradition that has become percep-
tible to society as symbolic of culture because of the 
work women do.  There are a variety of different types 
of koloa that women must not only be knowledgeable 
of, but also own.  Women must know the lengths of 
these different types of koloa and how to present them 
at their event for the gift-giving ceremony.  For some 
women, this is knowledge that they have learned in 
school, but all of the women have learned about koloa 
from their upbringings by seeing their mother, grand-
mothers, aunts, and other women in the community 
fulfilling their koloa responsibilities over their lifetime. 
Koloa are necessary for completing customs and tra-
ditions with funerals, church functions, weddings, or 
birthdays.  Without koloa, those events would not be 
traditional Tongan events.  Koloa represent what epit-
omizes Tongan culture because they were made from 
the grandmothers, mothers, daughters, sisters, and 
wives of the Tongan community.  Those representa-
tions of culture are what make koloa the benchmark 
for keeping with the complexities of Tongan culture, 
guarding customs and traditions because the women 
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have guarded this focal point of culture generation af-
ter generation.  Women’s work with koloa is relevant 
because the cultural values that revolve around the ko-
loa tradition have impacted society and made known 
the power of women with Tongan culture.
conclusion
Choosing to research as a feminist native anthropolo-
gist has been eye-opening.  I was familiar with the ex-
periences of the women I was studying because their 
experiences were my experiences, my mother’s expe-
riences, and my grandmother’s experiences.  Utiliz-
ing this perspective and supporting change from the 
slow-changing past of anthropology by making use 
of new methodologies such as autoethnography and 
a feminist approach, prove that the discipline is open 
to new ways of conducting research.  This autoethno-
graphic study draws awareness to the women’s valu-
able work and encourages their growth.  I used uncon-
ventional methodologies such as a feminist approach, 
native approach, and autoethnography because they 
were essential for considering how women were par-
amount when it came to cultural identity.  Develop-
ing knowledge explaining the caliber of women’s work 
over time through their narratives served as a platform 
for women to expound what koloa means to them. 
Koloa has a special value to me personally because I 
am a woman and they make me feel proud when I 
am a witness to the customs and traditions carried out 
publicly with koloa that represent my culture.  
I deviated from the path paved by previous re-
searchers by taking focus away from the economic val-
ue of koloa and emphasizing the strong values women 
have for fulfilling customs and traditions with koloa. 
The division of labor in society between women and 
men due to the tradition was valued by the women 
because the tradition was a way for them to contribute 
to society in a way that men could not.  Describing 
the koloa tradition as controlled by women through 
the voices of women, shed light on the necessity for 
the division of labor.  This validates the dominant role 
women have in society because women associate koloa 
with womanhood, where men are impertinent when it 
comes to koloa responsibilities and the work involved. 
Men historically do not have anything to do with koloa, 
except that they wear certain types such as the ta’ova-
la to express their Tongan identity.  In places such as 
the United States, gaining equality between women 
and men has sparked social justice movements with 
groups of people protesting for women.  My focus on 
the lived experiences of women contributing to soci-
ety with koloa supports division between women and 
men because women can play a powerful role with-
in their families, churches, and community through 
their work with koloa. It establishes Tongan culture for 
community members to engage in and identify with.  
Developing a Tongan and Pacific Islander femi-
nist thought was possible because I put my focus in 
finding out where women’s work formulates knowl-
edge either in the home or in public, as well as among 
women.  I was able to understand the origin of their 
knowledge through listening to their first memories 
seeing women preparing all types of koloa.  Women 
continue to distribute their knowledge to society as 
a resource for people to find ways to decolonize their 
minds by resisting Western cultural values and ex-
pressing their Tongan cultural identity.  Women have 
cultural knowledge that is invaluable to society and 
coming to this conclusion would have only been pos-
sible by observing the work of women through a fem-
inist lens.  Moreover, taking advantage of my native 
perspective allowed me to spot the cultural knowledge 
women gained through their commitments with koloa 
and argue for the relevance of their cultural knowl-
edge to Tongan society. My part in the research as 
a native anthropologist revealed how the empirical 
foundations of anthropology have changed to further 
facilitate women studying women from their own 
community.  A primary goal of doing this type of an-
thropological work is to show that the possibilities for 
change are attainable and deviation is needed for in-
novative anthropological research. 
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introduction
Characteristics of  Quasars
Quasars are among the most distinctive and most en-
ergetic objects in the night sky. Powered by accretion 
onto an accretion disk around the central supermassive 
black hole, quasars emit huge amounts of radiation 
over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Quasars are 
also very distant, making them difficult to study.
Spectral observations are the main tool used to 
study quasars, due to this combination of distance and 
strong emissions [1]. The characteristics of observed 
quasar spectra differ greatly from the spectra of stellar 
bodies. Quasar emissions cover a large range of wave-
lengths instead of resembling a discrete blackbody 
curve, as observed in stellar spectra. Additionally, qua-
sar spectra are highly variable, especially in the UV/
optical region. That is to say, a quasar’s spectrum can 
change dramatically over time [2].
Outflows and Jets
One of the more prominent features of quasars are 
axial radio jets, which are present in roughly 10% of 
quasars. These jets, composed of highly accelerated 
charged particles, emit large amounts of radio waves 
[2]. These radio emissions make it possible to detect 
quasar jets by simply measuring the object’s radio flux. 
Quasar outflows are another more recently document-
ed phenomenon of note. An outflow is an event where 
a quasar ejects large amounts of matter. These outflows 
can be observed in UV/optical spectra as blueshifted 
absorption features. This blueshift occurs as matter 
ejected from the quasar travels towards Earth while 
absorbing light from the quasar. One problem with 
this observation method is that only outflows posi-
tioned between the quasar and Earth, and traveling 
towards the Earth, can be detected. Another spec-
tral signature of these outflows is that their absorp-
tion features tend to appear as broad absorption lines 
(BALs) rather than thin absorption lines. This broad-
ening of absorption lines is due to the matter in the 
outflow moving at differing speeds. The speed of these 
outflows can be measured by comparing the location 
of the BAL to its expected location in the quasar’s rest 
frame. Outflows with higher observed velocities, v > 
0.1c (10% the speed of light), are termed extremely 
high velocity outflows (EHVO) [3].
Usage of  CIV
The absorption of CIV, triple-ionized carbon, is one 
of the most commonly used markers for these obser-
vations. This ion is chosen for a few reasons. First-
ly, carbon is a very common element, so it can be 
assumed that any given outflow will contain at least 
some amount of carbon. Secondly, CIV absorption 
features are easy to observe, as they fall into the UV/
optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum. This 
combination of factors makes CIV a useful marker for 
studying outflows in quasars.
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methods
Two main data sources were used in this study: the 
SDSS DR9 and VLA FIRST. SDSS is an automate 
UV/optical survey of the night sky. Data from this 
survey are periodically published as numbered data 
releases and are made available online in the form of 
optical imagery and spectrographic data. SDSS DR9 
was used as a source of spectra for the spectral analysis 
program. VLA FIRST is a radiometric survey of the 
night sky that targets faint objects and was chosen for 
this study because it contains observations for many 
of the objects surveyed in SDSS. Cross correlation 
used the DR9 Quasar Catalog, a value-added catalog 
of quasar data that contains information from SDSS 
DR9 and VLA FIRST [4]. 
Inputs for the spectrum analysis program were 
chosen using a number of criteria. One consideration 
was signal to noise ratio (S/N). Samples with S/N ≥ 
10 were chosen because BAL proved to be hard to 
detect over noise in spectra with lower S/N. Anoth-
er consideration was redshift (z). Redshift is a mea-
surement of how fast something is moving away from 
us which is observed by measuring how the Doppler 
effect shifts the entire spectrum. A redshift greater 
than one means the entire spectrum will be shifted 
towards larger wavelengths. Due to the expansion of 
the universe we can use redshift to tell how far away 
an object is. CIV was used as a marker for absorption, 
as it is a common ion in quasar outflows and, there-
fore, produces strong absorption features. Since this 
study investigated outflows with 0.1c < v < 0.2c, CIV 
features would appear at around 1200 Å in the rest 
frame of the spectra. Due to this, quasars with z ≥ 1.9 
were chosen, as this redshift moves the CIV features 
to around 3600 Å, within the range of DR9’s cover-
age wavelengths [4]. The SDSS DR9 catalog contains 
87 822 quasar samples. After applying these filtering 
criteria, S/N ≥ 10 and z ≥ 1.9, the sample was reduced 
to 6760 quasars.
The first step in the study was to find a sample set 
of quasars with EHVO so that their radio properties 
could be examined. A Python program was written to 
search for quasars with EHVO. These quasars were 
found by searching quasar spectra from the SDSS 
DR9 quasar catalog for broad CIV absorption fea-
tures between the SiIV emission line and the Lyman 
alpha forest. This region was used because it can rea-
sonably be assumed that any broad absorption features 
in the region are blueshifted CIV absorption features, 
and, therefore, evidence of outflows. This search was 
accomplished by first applying a powerlaw fit to nor-
malize the spectra’s continuum. After normalization 
a three point median boxcar method was applied to 
smooth the continuum. Next, the program identified 
quasars with possible EHVO by searching for BALs 
by integrating between the powerlaw fit and the con-
tinuum. Using this process, the program was able to 
generate a list of quasars with possible evidence of 
EHVO. The quasars that this program identified as 
having evidence of EHVO were then visually inspect-
ed. From this inspection a set of quasars with definite 
evidence of EHVO was selected. These samples were 
then cross correlated with VLA FIRST to identify 
their radio properties. This cross correlation was car-
Figure 1. Example of  normalized quasar spectra from our 
final data set. SDSS spectra (green) smoothed and plotted 
with a guide line at 1 to aid visual inspection (blue), CIV ab-
sorption found outflowing at speeds between 0.1c and 0.2c 
(red), and where CIV would be if  the absorption marked with 
a red line were SiIV absorption instead (black). The feature 
at -40 000 km/s is a BAL corresponding to CIV, indicative of  
an outflow.
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ried out using the DR9 Quasar Catalog [4]. An ex-
ample of a spectrum with evidence of EHVO found 
by this program is shown in Figure 1.
conclusions
Results of  Spectral Analysis
From the filtered set of 6760 spectra from the SDSS 
DR9 catalog, the analysis program identified 41 spec-
tra as having possible evidence of EHVO. Visual in-
spection was carried out to remove obvious non-EH-
VO spectra and reduced this set to 23 quasars with 
definite evidence of EHVO. Cross correlation with 
VLA FIRST radiometric observations was carried 
out using data in the SDSS DR9 quasar catalog. From 
this cross correlation it was found that none of the 
quasars in the final sample set had any measured radio 
flux.
Conclusions
From these results, it is evident that radio emissions 
are not a prerequisite for EHVO in quasars. Addi-
tionally, since axial jets are strong radio emitters, this 
evidence suggests that jets are not a prerequisite for 
EHVO in quasars.
SDSS Targeting
A total of 3076 quasars in the SDSS DR9 quasar 
catalog, about 3.5% of samples, have some radio flux. 
However, this sample may not be completely repre-
sentative of the general population of quasars. Orig-
inally, SDSS surveys targeted quasars based on their 
radio properties. Specifically, some early targets in the 
SDSS-I/II were selected due to their radio emissions 
as measured in VLA FIRST [5]. Due to this target-
ing there may be a disproportionately large amount of 
quasars with measurable radio flux in SDSS sample 
sets than would be found in the general population 
of quasars. This sampling bias needs to be considered 
when using SDSS data sets. 
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AbstrAct
Quasars are luminous celestial objects that reside in the core of the most massive galaxies, where a supermas-
sive black hole resides, powering the quasar’s system. In some cases, quasars have been observed emitting out-
flows – matter that is expelled out of the quasar’s environment instead of falling into the black hole. Our study’s 
purpose was to determine: (1) how many quasar outflows have speeds larger than 10% of the speed of light (c) 
and (2) whether there was any correlation between outflow and radio emissions from quasars. Radio emissions 
are produced by quasars jets, which are another piece of the system but are present only in 10% of quasars [1]. 
To answer these scientific questions, our group analyzed 6760 quasar spectra from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey 
Data Release 9 (SDSS DR9), a public data set [2], searching for those outflows with speeds larger than 0.1c and 
cross-correlating with the corresponding radio information. We have selected the brightest quasars and the ones at 
the right distance from Earth to be able to study the potential presence of these outflows. This entails that the qua-
sar outflow is in between the quasar and Earth, with the outflow traveling towards Earth. In this paper we discuss 
the results of searching for extremely high velocity outflows. To complete this endeavor, our team has developed a 
Python code in order to do this search systematically and have found 37 cases of quasars where the spectra present 
extremely high velocity outflows.
introduction
Our solar system lies on an arm of the Milky Way, our 
spiral galaxy. Our Milky Way has a supermassive black 
hole in the center, just like most, if not all, galaxies. 
In some galaxies, the presence of gas around the su-
permassive black holes at their centers makes then an 
active galactic nuclei (AGN), which we can observe at 
large distances due to their large luminosity, which is 
the amount of light they emit. In the most massive el-
liptical galaxies, we find the black holes with the larg-
est masses (around 50 billion times our Sun’s mass!) 
and thus the most luminous AGN – quasars. When 
quasars were first observed they were given the name 
quasi-stellar objects because of their resemblance to 
stars; later this name was shortened to “quasars”. 
Quasars are some of the most luminous objects 
that reside in the core of the most massive galaxies, 
and quasars are so distant that they visually resemble 
stars. Quasars are some of the most distinct objects in 
our night sky [3]. Visually speaking, they are faint due 
to their distance from Earth. However, they are among 
the most luminous, and therefore energetic, objects in 
the night sky based on the amount of light they emit. 
Along those same lines, another unique property that 
distinguishes quasars from other stellar bodies is the 
fact that they radiate over the entire spectrum. 
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We are interested in the quasars’ outflows; these 
are composed of matter that is being ejected away from 
the black hole environment. In these matter outflows 
there are ionized atoms (such as CIV, which is Car-
bon ionized three times) that are expelled out as they 
make their way into the black hole. These outflows are 
probably related to gas in the accretion disks,which 
are composed of matter that is orbiting and eventu-
ally falling into the black hole. Outflows may have an 
impact on star formation and galaxy evolution in their 
surroundings.
Our study aims to determine the number of qua-
sars that present extremely high velocity outflows 
(EHVO –  those outflows with speeds larger than 
10% the speed of light [4]), and possible correlations 
between the presence of these outflows and oth-
er properties. To answer this scientific question, our 
group analyzed 6760 quasar spectra from the Sloan 
Digital Sky Survey Data Release 9 (SDSS DR9) [2], 
a public data set, searching for EHVO.
dAtA
We used two data sources for this study. SDSS DR9, 
an optical survey of objects in the night sky, and the 
Very Large Array Faint Images of the Radio Sky at 
Twenty-Centimeters (VLA FIRST), which is a sur-
vey that provides the radiometric data and covers 
mostly the same region of the sky as SDSS. Both data 
sets are public. We then were able to cross correlate 
the data from SDSS DR9 and FIRST by using the 
SDSS DR9 quasar catalog [5]. One problem we have 
encountered with using data from SDSS is that the 
data set can be biased since some objects are targeted 
for observation based on their radio properties [6].
We worked with the SDSS DR9, a public data-
base containing 87 822 spectral targets. Of those qua-
sars, 78 086 are new discoveries as of 2012. With the 
two cutoffs explained in further detail in the Method-
ology, we were able to reduce the number from 78 086 
to 6760 quasars.
We then worked with our subsample of 6760 
quasar spectra looking for outflows; we selected the 
brightest ones and the ones at the right distance from 
Earth. We have developed a Python code in order to 
do this search more efficiently. Outflows appear as 
absorption features, and to correctly identify absorp-
tion, we need to normalize the quasar spectra first. 
Our Python code fits a powerlaw to do so (as done by 
[4]). We subsequently carried out a visual inspection 
of the normalized data to verify that there was good 
normalization. In particular, we were interested in gas 
outflowing at the largest speeds (v > 30 000 km/s, 10% 
the speed of light!).
methodology
Establishing CIV Absorption
The starting point was going through the plotted qua-
sar spectra looking for signs of CIV absorption. For 
this to happen, we needed to establish two cutoffs. The 
first was making sure that the signal to noise ratio was 
high. With this the spectra are generally clearer and 
as a result we can have a more accurate absorption 
detection rate. And secondly, the redshift must also 
be 1.9 in order for the CIV and Lyα (Lyman-alpha, 
first emission line in the Lyman series of Hydrogen) 
to be included in the sections we are were observing. 
To solve for the redshift we used the equation,
Where λobserved is a value that we get from each individ-
ual quasar, and λlab is the literature wavelength value 
for CIV. 
With these two cutoffs we reduced the number of 
quasar spectra from 87 822 to 6760.
Normalization of  the Quasar’s Continuum
With the 6760 quasar spectra, my research partner 
modified a spectrum normalization program original-
ly written by a past collaborator [7] to fit a powerlaw 
to each quasar spectrum and normalize it. A separate 
spectrum analysis program was then used to flag any 
cases that had signs of broad absorption features, since 
QUintero et al.
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those are the cases relevant to this study. With the 
flagged normalized quasar spectra plots, we were able 
to visually inspect those spectra, searching for those 
that clearly had broad (widths > 1000 km/s) absorp-
tion of CIV. After reviewing the quasars, we found 
37 cases that have possible CIV absorption. We are 
currently in a stage of reviewing the previously nor-
malized spectra and preparing a program to manually 
normalize some quasar’s spectra. We are keeping our 
figures very conservative and to ensure that, we are in-
dividually normalizing some questionable quasars to 
affirm that the CIV absorption really exists.
Preparing Our Data for Publication
Once we completed the visual inspection, we found 
37 cases that have confirmed EHVO CIV absorp-
tion. Our team created a Python program to plot all 
the quasar spectra individually, which was tailored for 
each of the 37 cases that we found. The motive behind 
this was to ensure that we had a clear visualization of 
the CIV absorption and any possible accompanying 
absorption. This was very crucial step because: (1) we 
want these data to be public and accessible for oth-
ers who are possibly conducting research on EHVO 
quasars and (2) if others can reference our database 
we might be able to discover more trends with this 
classification of quasars. Two examples can be found 
in Figures 1 and 2. The code had a function where 
we were able to input the wavelength value of CIV 
into the program and also align the rest of the ion 
emissions to their respective locations on the quasar 
spectra.
conclusion
Once we completed the visual inspection, we found 
37 cases where we have confirmed EHVO CIV ab-
sorption.
To make these findings public, our group will be 
launching a website in late 2018 where the data and 
plots of these EHVO quasars will be available. In that 
website the astronomy community will have access 
to: (1) the EHVO quasar information, (2) plots of all 
the cases found, (3) outflow information (e.g. width, 
depth), (4) presence of other ions in the outflow, and 
(5) links to all the SDSS information on these objects.
Once this database is available, our group and the 
entire astronomy community will be able to study 
Figure 1.  spec-3826-55563-0860.dr9 Flux vs. Wavelength 
plot. Blue labeled lines represent possible ion absorption that 
is accompanying the CIV absorption, which is clearly indi-
cated with red. The ion name is in black at the top of  the plot 
and the labels are of  the apparent emission lines.
Figure 2. spec-4181-55685-0543.dr9 Flux vs. Wavelength 
plot. Reference Fig. 1 caption. This is an example of  a quasar 
with broader CIV absorption (larger width) than Fig. 1.
extremely HigH Velocity oUtFlows
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possible correlations with other properties or look for 
trends among the EHVO quasar properties. For ex-
ample, our team is studying whether the presence of 
EHVO outflows requires the presence of jets, which 
are radio emission components present in 10% of all 
quasars. Of the cases found to date, only 3 were found 
to be radio loud. Typically, 10% of all quasars are radio 
loud [1]. As of now this implies that radio loudness is 
not a prerequisite for EHVO. We will be presenting 
that work in another paper [8]. 
Future work
We will continue the process of individually correct-
ing the normalization on some of the quasar spectra in 
order to be able to upload the corrected plots onto our 
website. This website will include access to normalized 
plots as well as the original data. Once we have com-
pleted the website, we will expand to the most recent 
data release, SDSS DR14, in order to find more cases 
which will increase our statistical sample. This larger 
sample will allow us to investigate possible trends in 
black hole masses and quasars with EHVO.
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An objective of several university courses is to present 
a variety of current-interest topics that utilize math-
ematical thinking.  One such topic is apportionment, 
defined as the process of distributing a fixed number 
of indivisible resource units among competing groups 
according to some measurable group asset.  A featured 
application is congressional apportionment: how many 
seats in the U.S. House of Representatives should 
each state get based on the decennial census and con-
stitutional guidelines [3], [6], [7], [10].  Congressional 
apportionment has two different approaches: constit-
uency and House size.  The constituency approach 
starts with the question, how many people should a 
congressperson represent?  The House size approach 
starts with the question, how many seats should there 
be in the House?  The constituency approach was used 
for reapportionment of the House based on the cen-
sus years 1790–1840 [1], [2], [4].  However, the con-
stituency approach does not lead to a fixed resources 
distribution problem.  Hence, most mathematics texts 
contort the colorful history of congressional appor-
tionment based on the first six censuses by forcing it 
into the House size approach which does yield a fixed 
resources distribution problem.  This results not only 
in errors in portraying the historical record but also in 
a missed opportunity to present a rather dazzling ap-
plication of some really basic mathematical problems.
An AverAge lesson
To set the mathematical props on the stage of con-
gressional apportionment, a class lecture should be 
devoted to two basic tasks: averaging and rounding. 
Suppose that 0 ≤ a < b.  What is the average of a and 
b?  American history of congressional apportionment 
supplies five answers [2].  Denote the average of a and 
b by ave(a, b).  Then, ave(a, b) =
Each of these averages can be applied to the prob-
lem of how to round a decimal.  Suppose q > 0 with 
integer part n where q – n > 0.  Denote the rounding 
of q by round(q).  Then round(q) ∈ {n, n+1} where 
round(q) = n + 1 if and only if:
the bAsic divisor method
Let U = {S1, S2,…, SN} be a federal union of N states 
(N is a natural number, N ≥ 2).  Let < p1, p2,…, pN > 
denote the census; i.e., pi is the population of state Si. 
The congressional apportionment problem is to deter-
mine an apportionment vector < a1, a2,…, aN > where 
each ai is a natural number.  The census is necessary 
to follow the constitutional mandate that apportion-
ment among the states be “according to their respec-
tive numbers” as enumerated by a decennial census. 
1. max(a, b) maximum of a and b 
2. min(a, b) minimum of a and b 
3. AM(a, b) = (a + b)/2 arithmetic mean of a and b 
4. HM(a, b) = 2ab/(a + b) harmonic mean of a and b 
5. GM(a, b) = √𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 geometric mean of a and b 
 
1. q ≥ max(n, n+1) round down since this 
criterion is never satisfied 
2. q ≥ min(n, n+1) round up since this criterion is 
always satisfied 
3. q ≥ AM(n, n+1) round normally 
4. q ≥ HM(n, n+1) harmonic mean rounding 
5. q ≥ GM(n, n+1) geometric mean rounding 
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A constituency approach to congressional appor-
tionment naturally leads to the basic divisor method 
which applies a 3-step algorithm.
Step 3 is formulated to satisfy the constitutional 
requirement that each state receive at least one seat 
in the House.  Each apportionment act based on the 
censuses from 1790 through 1840 used this 3-step al-
gorithm.  The acts from 1790–1830 rounded the quo-
tient by rounding down.  Three alternatives were pro-
posed during debates based on the 1830 census: John 
Quincy Adams, round up; James Dean, round up if 
and only if pi / (ni + 1) is closer to d than pi / ni; Daniel 
Webster, round normally.  Dean’s proposal is math-
ematically equivalent to harmonic mean rounding 
while Webster’s proposal is equivalent to arithmetic 
mean rounding [1], [2].  The apportionment act based 
on the 1830 census continued tradition by rounding 
down.  The act based on the 1840 census rounded nor-
mally.  Hence, by the time of the apportionment act 
based on the 1840 census there were four variations of 
the basic divisor method.  These variations, each es-
sentially concerned with how to round a decimal, are 
identified with a historical reference as follows.
the QuotA method
Note that the House size is merely the result of the 
basic divisor method; hence, a constituency approach 
to congressional apportionment does not lead to a 
fixed resource distribution problem.  Thus the historic 
congressional apportionments based on the censuses 
1790–1840 are not applications of apportionment as 
defined in modern texts.  The first apportionment act 
to apply the fixed resource distribution definition was 
based on the census of 1850 which set the House size, 
h, at 233.  After setting h Congress applied the quota 
method, a method based on the natural premise that 
if a state has x% of the population, then it should have 
x% of the seats in the House.  The quota method uti-
lizes a 4-step algorithm.
The quota, Qi, represents a state’s “fair share” of h seats 
based on its share of the national population, p.  In-
variably Step 3 distributes most but not all of the seats 
and one is faced with the situation that 0 < h –  ∑Li 
< N.  The remaining h – ∑Li seats are distributed by 
means of a priority list.  American history has offered 
the following options for this priority list [1], [2].
Hamilton’s quota method is the only variation in 
American history ever applied to formulate an appor-
tionment act based on the quota method.
the modiFied divisor method
Congress abandoned the basic divisor method after 
the apportionment act based on the 1840 census pri-
marily because the method suffered from rampant po-
litical gamesmanship.  Congress abandoned the quota 
method after the discovery of deal-breaking paradox-
es, especially the Alabama Paradox [1]–[4], [6]–[9]. 
The basic divisor method is based on the constituency 
approach to congressional apportionment while the 
quota method is based on the House size approach. 
Since these are the only two approaches to the con-
teAcHing Apportionment
Step 1. How many people should a congressperson 
represent? Answer: d 
Step 2. Calculate each state’s quotient: qi = pi /d 
Step 3. Let ai = max(1, round(qi)) 
	
Jefferson round down 
Adams round up 
Webster round normally (use arithmetic mean 
rounding) 
Dean round using the harmonic mean criterion 
	
	Step 1. Determine the House size, h 
Step 2. Calculate each state’s quota: Qi = h(pi /p) 
where p = ∑pi 
Step 3. Let Li be the integer part of Qi. Initialize 
ai = Li 
Step 4. Create a priority list to distribute the 
remaining h –  ∑Li seats 
Hamilton Qi – Li 
Lowndes pi / Li 
Hill pi / GM(Li, Li + 1) 
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gressional apportionment problem, Congress sought 
to blend the two methods in a way that would avoid 
their worst results.  Accordingly, Congress adopted 
the modified divisor method which utilizes a 5-step 
algorithm.
The modified divisor method is merely the basic 
divisor method with a predetermined answer.  Text-
books refer to the initial divisor calculated in Step 2 
as the standard divisor [3], [6], [7], [10].  One cal-
culates the standard divisor as a reasonable value to 
initiate the divisor algorithm; however, it usually does 
not produce the desired House size, h, in Step 5.  Ac-
cordingly, this value for d must be adjusted (modified) 
in order to obtain the specified value for h.
Variations occur in Step 4 where one must choose 
a rounding technique.  In addition to the four round-
ing techniques inherited from the basic divisor meth-
od, another was introduced during discussions based 
on the 1910 census.  Edward Huntington advocat-
ed rounding based on the geometric mean, the same 
criterion Joseph Hill used to create a quota method 
priority list.  Accordingly, this variation is called the 
Huntington-Hill method.
Many of today’s mathematics writings refer to 
Jefferson’s, Adams’s, Dean’s, Webster’s, and Hunting-
ton-Hill’s methods only in the context of a modified 
divisor method [3], [6], [7], [8], [10].  These adjectives 
only specify the rounding technique and can serve this 
purpose for both basic and modified divisor methods. 
It is noteworthy that current congressional apportion-
ment law specifies the Huntington-Hill modified di-
visor method with h = 435 [4].
priority techniQues
The modified divisor method accomplishes the goal 
of avoiding the worst problems of the basic divisor 
method and the quota method.  However, the mod-
ified divisor method was presented applying an ad-
hoc algorithm specific to a given House size.  If one 
wants to compare the results with other House sizes, 
then one needs to rerun the algorithm for each size of 
interest.  Accordingly, the Census Bureau developed 
a serial technique for distributing seats in the House 
[4].  First, each state is given one seat.  This complies 
with the constitutional requirement that each state 
must have at least one seat.  The Constitution further 
specifies that House seats are to be based on popula-
tion.  Today, giving one seat to each state distributes 
50 seats.  In a serial approach for further distribution, 
we ask, which state has priority for the 51st seat? 52nd 
seat? 53rd seat? Etc.  In general, if a state has n seats, 
what is its priority for gaining an additional seat?
In response, let PN(n) be the priority number for a 
state to receive an (n+1)st seat given that the state has 
n seats.  We define PN(n) = pi / ave(n, n+1).  We then 
achieve each of the five modified divisor methods by 
setting ave(n, n+1) as follows [1], [2], [4].
Today the Census Bureau calculates priority values 
for seats 51 through 440 using the Huntington-Hill 
method.  Since current law specifies 435 seats, based 
on the 2010 census seat 434 went to California, seat 
435 to Minnesota, and seat 436 would have gone to 
North Carolina [5].
the clAssroom
The congressional apportionment problem is a mag-
nificent problem to incorporate not only into liberal 
arts mathematics courses but also secondary educa-
biles
Step 1. Determine the House size, h 
Step 2. Initialize the divisor d with p /h (p is the 
national population) 
Step 3. Calculate each state’s quotient: qi = pi / d 
Step 4. Let ai = max(1, round(qi)) 
Step 5.  If ∑ai = h, then done; else modify d and 
go to Step 3  
	
Jefferson max(n, n+1) 
Adams min(n, n+1) 
Webster AM(n, n+1) 
Dean HM(n, n+1) 
Huntington-Hill GM(n, n+1) 
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tion teacher training courses.  A key point of this pa-
per is that the American history of this problem acts 
as a driver and motivator for the mathematics.  Ac-
cordingly, using the standard 50-minute class length 
as a model, it works well to devote five days to appor-
tionment as follows.
Open-source materials for these topics are avail-
able on the author’s websites [11].  Day 1 establishes 
the skills needed for apportionment calculations.  It 
also leaves the student with a “what’s this stuff good 
for?” feeling that is satisfied in Days 2–5 where the 
five averaging and rounding mechanisms are applied 
to a real problem in American history.  Day 2 fo-
cuses on the basic divisor method which establishes 
the platform for studying fixed-resources distribu-
tion problems.  Congressional apportionment serves 
to motivate the evolution of mathematical thinking 
about apportionment rather than merely serving up 
examples.
epilogue
The history of congressional apportionment serves 
well as background and motivation for a compre-
hensive treatment of apportionment in general.  The 
congressional apportionment problem is easy to state 
but challenging to resolve.  Resolution first requires 
a choice of approach: constituency or House size.  A 
constituency approach naturally led to the basic di-
visor method.  The House size approach first led to 
the quota method and then to the modified divisor 
method.  These approaches produced the Jefferson, 
Adams, Dean, Webster, and Huntington-Hill divisor 
methods along with the Hamilton, Lowndes, and Hill 
quota methods.  Many mathematics textbooks, how-
ever, treat apportionment solely as a fixed resources 
distribution problem, thereby ignoring the constit-
uency approach resulting in errors in presenting the 
historical record.
Divisor methods introduced the problem of how 
to round a decimal and subsequently the challenge of 
how to create a priority list.  At the foundation is the 
question of how to average two numbers.  Although 
averaging two numbers and rounding a decimal may 
sound trivial at first, they lead to substantial situations 
demanding in-depth analysis making apportionment 
an ideal liberal arts topic.  The depth of the subject 
is portrayed by the stunning Balinski-Young Impos-
sibility Theorem: there are no perfect apportionment 
methods—any divisor method is subject to quota vio-
lations and any quota method is subject to paradoxes 
[1].  Accordingly, the Balinski-Young Theorem is to 
apportionment what Arrow’s Theorem is to voting 
theory.
One may conclude a presentation of congressio-
nal apportionment with a view to the future since 
some change in current law is inevitable.  Possible re-
form ideas include the Wyoming rule, the proposals 
of thirtythousand.org, and the proposal of Neubauer 
and Gartner [9], changing the House size, or simply 
replacing the Huntington-Hill criterion for rounding 
by Webster’s [1], [2].
An alternative and engaging conclusion is to high-
light the connection of congressional apportionment 
to the electoral system of selecting the President and 
Vice-President of the United States.  A debate featur-
ing The Electoral College vs. A Popular Vote provides 
a lively arena to connect voting theory and apportion-
ment with aspects of journalism, politics, government, 
history, and mathematics.
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AbstrAct
Patrick’s Point State Park has experienced a tremendous growth of English ivy (Hedera helix L.) that is caus-
ing damage to the park resources. The goal of this study was to accurately map English ivy habitats and estimate 
coverage and colonization effects on tree trunks within the park. The results showed that the English ivy growth 
has decreased from 8.0 acres to 6.5 acres between 2015 and 2016, respectively, due to park restoration activity 
supported by volunteer organizations. The English ivy growth on tree trunks was significant for western hemlock 
and Sitka spruce. With the completion of this project, the park will now be able to locate English ivy spots that 
require the most attention and monitor their growth rate. 
introduction
English ivy (Hedera helix L.) is an evergreen woody 
climber that produces adventitious roots to climb on a 
wide range of natural and artificial substrates (Melzer 
et al., 2011). English ivy was introduced to Patrick’s 
Point State Park in Trinidad, California. The plant is 
native to Northern Europe and was brought by Euro-
pean settlers in the late 1890s as an ornamental plant 
before the park acquisition. English ivy was so im-
portant to them that they wanted to maintain it for 
future generations. Patrick’s Point has a historical past 
from a group these settlers called “the Brooks” (Van 
Vleck, 1983). This information was documented by 
the Resource Agency California Department of Parks 
and Recreation (2016). 
Understanding the historical landscape of Pat-
rick’s Point State Park is important to assess how En-
glish ivy was first introduced to the park by the Eu-
ropean settlers. Michelle Forys, a local environmental 
scientist, shared a photograph of the settlers in front 
of the Ceremonial Rock in 1895 (Plate 1; Van Vleck, 
1983). The evidence of settlers living on the land 
shows the possibly of introducing English ivy to a 
new ecosystem. In this study, the potential homestead 
of the European settlers was modeled using the spread 
of English ivy growth by comparing the collection of 
point-marked data and the National Land Cover Da-
tabase (NLCD, 2011) by the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS).
The potential homestead of the European settlers 
is useful to understand how English ivy was intro-
duced into the ecosystem and the distance from the 
settler’s homestead. The results shown in Fig. 1 illus-
trate that the trees growing in their beginning stage 
during the late 1890s show the location of where the 
English ivy was planted near the most suitable devel-
oped open space. Thus, the European settlers grazed, 
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building a home and introducing English ivy. We es-
timated the best suitable land for planting English 
ivy using NLCD to classify “developed, open space”, 
which commonly included large-lot single-family 
housing units.
 According to the literature, English ivy’s ecolog-
ical niche in its native range is comprised of flood-
plains (Schnitzler and Heuzé, 2006), urban forests 
(Hawthorne et al., 2015; Copp, 2014), beech woods 
(Metcalfe, 2005), and woodlands (Rodwell, 1991). 
The species has become widely distributed at urban 
parks (Baskin, 2002; Dlugosch, 2005), fragmented and 
logged forests (Butaye, 2001; Matthews et al., 2016), 
and residential to wilderness areas (Reichard, 2000) in 
the Pacific Northwest. The ecological factors, which 
have contributed to the alarming growth of English 
ivy, are moist nutrient-rich substrates (Schnitzler and 
Heuzé, 2006), anthropogenic disturbances (Ramsey, 
2005), and light and temperature (Copp, 2014). En-
glish ivy is a superior competitor for natural resources, 
thus it is essential to control its growth in natural and 
urban environments in order to facilitate native plant’s 
regeneration.
Currently, English ivy has widely spread into the 
park’s natural ecosystems and the state park is now 
looking to control its growth within the park premis-
es. The goal of the state park is to remove English ivy 
while preserving the future ecosystem’s native growth. 
Plate 1. A photograph showing the European settlers in front of  the Ceremonial Rock in 1895 before Patrick’s Point State Park 
was established in 1929–1931(Van Vleck, 1983).
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The objective of this study is to utilize geospatial sci-
ence to precisely map English ivy habitats within the 
state park in order to implement an effective man-
agement practice. This study is important because it 
will provide useful information on English ivy hab-
itats within the park, where park managers and oth-
er conservation biologists can manage its growth for 
restoration habitats for native trees. From a historical 
point of view, it is even more important in under-
standing how an invasive plant, such as English ivy, 
cannot only affect our ecosystem, but how or why it 
was introduced within the area of Patrick’s Point State 
Park. Therefore, it is vital to monitor the habitats of 
this invasive plant. This work is a continuing step to-
wards management and the preservation of our nat-
ural and native vegetation. The enjoyment of future 
generations will be to ensure ongoing protection of 
our native species and ecosystems. 
methods
Study Area
Patrick’s Point State Park is located on the northern 
coast of California in Humboldt County, about 20.6 
miles north of Humboldt State University. The park is 
accessible by exiting Highway 101 and heading along 
the right side of Patrick’s Point Drive. The area of the 
state park is 640 acres with its boundary just out into 
the Pacific Ocean (http://www.parks.ca.gov/parkin-
dex). The state park is known for its natural enjoyment 
for campers and hikers, preserving the aesthetic view 
of the coastline.
In-situ Data
A reconnaissance survey was done to assess how En-
glish ivy is distributed at Patrick’s Point State Park 
in different habitats. Species occurrence in open hab-
itats, road edges, and forest interior habitats were pre-
liminarily observed. In addition, English ivy’s growth 
along the trunk of some tree species such as western 
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), red alder (Alnus rubra), 
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and Sitka spruce 
(Picea sitchensis) was observed. Preliminary data on 
English ivy’s acreage gathered from the park manag-
ers were utilized for this study to estimate the English 
ivy’s growth at park locations. In this survey, we utilized 
two sources of data: (i) field data collected from Trim-
ble Juno handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) 
and Impulse Laser Rangefinder and (ii) National Ag-
riculture Imagery Program (NAIP) high-resolution 
images and associated GIS data sources.
A Trimble Juno GPS was used to mark and create 
polygons and points of any cited English ivy growth. 
In addition, an Impulse Laser Rangefinder was used 
to measure the growth height of English ivy on the 
tree trunk (Fig. 2). 
English ivy growth within the park was estimat-
ed using the collected data between 2015 and 2016. 
The English ivy spatial data (i.e. “Hedra helix_2015” 
shapefile) was provided by Environmental Scientist 
Michelle Forys of the North Coast Redwood Dis-
trict. We used the shapefile to compare the growth 
rate with newly collected data in July 2016. The au-
thors hiked to 2015-marked English ivy land cover 
to estimate any change within a year. New polygons 
were created to catalogue a reduction of English ivy Figure 1. The homestead of  European Settlers and the lo-
cation of  planted English ivy in the late 1890s.
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Digital satellite data were downloaded from GIS 
web portals as shown in Table 1 and then the data 
were imported to ArcMap©. The aerial photographs 
were used to digitize the feature classes such as 
streams, roads, and hiking trails.
Image processing
The image processing procedures were used to aid 
the interpretation of remote sensing images. The im-
age processing involved digital enhancement (i.e. ma-
nipulating the contrast between objects) and spatial 
filtering (to detect the edges between features thereby 
defining boundaries) in order to improve the inter-
pretation of these images. Image processing entails 
the geo-referencing of the satellite and aerial pho-
tographs. All images were spatially referenced to the 
projection of NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 N. Ground 
control points (GCPs) were collected using the Trim-
ble Juno GPS and the images were geo-referenced 
using GCPs. It was necessary to use a GPS to collect 
GCPs because of the lack of many distinct and per-
manent landmarks in the park.
Classification of  images
Image classification was undertaken in order to 
separate the spectral data into different categories and 
was used with reference to the various vegetation types 
in the study area. The USGS Earth Explorer was used 
to collect NAIP imagery in 2014 of the park. NAIP 
imagery published on 3 December 2014 was used to 
estimate the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI), which represents greenness of vegetation, to 
understand where English ivy tends to spread.
NDVI is calculated using the following mathe-
matical formula:
NDVI = (NIR ‒ Red) / (NIR + Red)
When sunlight strikes objects, certain wavelengths 
within this spectrum are absorbed (Red visible spec-
trum), and other wavelengths are reflected near infra-
red (NIR). The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
Figure 2. Measuring tree height using an Impulse Laser 
Rangefinder.
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Table 1. Data sources for mapping English ivy distribution at Patrick’s Point State Park.
Dataset name File format File title Source 
Patrick’s Point Shapefile CA State Parks http://data.california.opendata.arcgis.com 
2014-2015 Slow IVY Growth Shapefile Ivy Treatment.shp California Department of Parks and Recreation 
2014-2015 Faster IVY Growth Shapefile Ivy Treatment.shp California Department of Parks and Recreation 
v2016 IVY Growth Shapefile Ivy Treatment.shp California Department of Parks and Recreation 
Data Elevation Model DEM Grdn42w125_13 
http://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/?basemap=b1&category=ned, 
nedsrc&title=Elevation%20View#productSearch 
NAIP Imagery MrSID Humboldt County https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/ 
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ministration (NASA) states, “pigment in plant leaves, 
chlorophyll, strongly absorbs visible light (from 0.4 
to 0.7 µm) for use in photosynthesis. The cell struc-
ture of the leaves, on the other hand, strongly reflects 
near-infrared light (from 0.7 to 1.1 µm)” (Weier and 
Herring, 2000). NDVI is an indication of the condi-
tion of green vegetation with values typically ranging 
from −1 to +1, with values > 0.5 indicating dense veg-
etation and values < 0 indicating bare ground. 
Boundary determination
The potential homestead boundaries of Europe-
an settlers in Patrick’s Point State Park were mapped 
using NLCD, a digital elevation model, and existing 
English ivy locations. NLCD represents land-use/
cover classes, for example, classes 21–24 are catego-
rized as “developed” areas. In ArcGIS© 10.2.2, the 
Raster Calculator was used to select cells (n = 21) that 
meet the criteria for “developed, open space”. The for-
mula ““land_use_data” ==21” was entered to Raster 
Calculator to see the areas. The elevation, slope, and 
land cover data were used to locate the human-settled 
lands, where the land cover equals the selected cells 
(n = 21) and the slope elevation. The European immi-
grants lived in the highlighted areas where the land 
was flat to build a home and graze landscapes (Fig. 1).
Data analysis
ArcGIS© 10.2.2 software was used for geo-spatial 
analysis and Trimble GPS PathfinderOffice® soft-
ware was used to process collected in-situ data. The 
NDVI classification was done using ENVI® software.
English ivy growth at Patrick’s Point State Park from 
2015 to 2016 is shown in Fig. 3.  
results & discussion
English ivy abundance along the roads and the camp-
ing sites showed notable growth. English ivy growth 
at road edges could be caused by turbulent airflow 
around passing vehicles that may laterally move 
seeds towards the verge of the road (von der Lippe 
et al., 2013). Compared to vehicle roads, hiking trails 
showed a lower abundance of English ivy growth. 
The total acreage of English ivy habitat in the park 
between 2015 and 2016 was 8.0 acres and 6.5 acres, 
respectively. The results show a decrease of signifi-
cant growth of English ivy cover. The park controlled 
English ivy growth while implementing restoration 
activity supported by volunteers (HSU Natural Re-
source Club and local Humboldt County residents) 
Figure 3. Map showing the location of  English ivy habitats 
in Patrick’s Point State Park in Humboldt County, California.
Figure 4. The height of  English ivy growth on tree trunks 
vs. number of  tree individuals (a total of  189 native trees were 
observed). 
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and the California Conservation Corp.
In relation to a steady decline of English ivy 
habitat, however, native tree species such as western 
hemlock, red alder, Douglas-fir, and Sitka spruce are 
significantly invaded by English ivy growth. The se-
lection of native trees estimated as the most impacted 
by English ivy growth are shown in Fig. 4. The impact 
levels were measured by how many trees in each spe-
cies were invaded by English ivy and how far the ivy 
grew along the tree trunk. The estimated result shows 
that both Sitka spruce and western hemlock trees are 
significantly impacted by English ivy (Fig. 4). The 
reason why English ivy grows on these specific native 
trees is questionable, and their impact on trees’ health 
needs to be investigated. However, previous studies 
on bark characteristics of host plants suggested that 
rough bark is more favorable for English ivy growth, 
protecting it from herbivore browsing (Hegarty and 
Caballe, 1991; Schnitzler and Heuzé, 2006). The 
bark characteristics may facilitate higher abundance 
of English ivy on tree trunks of Sitka spruce due to 
the prevalence of moisture and dust particles in flaky 
bark.  Furthermore, Environmental Scientist Forys 
stated that allowing English ivy to grow around the 
bark of the tree creates competitive struggle between 
the English ivy and the tree for nutrients, water, and 
sunlight. By creating competition for the tree resourc-
es, English ivy can make a tree weaker (Schnitzler and 
Heuzé, 2006). This study is only based on the growth 
condition of English ivy, however, this can lead to fu-
ture research on how physical and chemical charac-
teristics of tree species enhance English ivy growth on 
the tree trunk. Sitka spruce is the most impacted tree, 
with the highest total count of English ivy growth (50 
individuals) followed by western hemlock (47 individ-
uals) and red alder (30 individuals). Douglas-fir was 
the least-recorded species (11 individuals) for En-
glish ivy growth (Fig. 4). Table 2 shows the statistical 
growth rates and the ratio of the English ivy growth 
height based on the tree height measurement, while 
Table 3 shows site-specific English ivy growth. En-
glish ivy growth along Point Drive Road and Abalone 
Campground is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 
The results in Fig. 7 suggest that English ivy 
shows a faster growth rate in a healthier-vegetation 
environment with high visible sunlight. In a low vege-
tation-density environment, sunlight is more accessi-
Plant Ivy average height (m) Ivy range (min–max) (m) Tree average height (m) Tree range (min–max) (m) 
Red alder 11.17 ± 7.40 1 – 26 20.97 ± 10.53 7 – 42 
Sitka spruce 25.78 ± 23.34 1 – 68 55.42  ± 22.77 7 – 105 
Douglas-fir 26.64 ± 9.69 13 – 39 41.00 ± 3.07 35 – 45 
Western hemlock 10.91 ± 12.34 1 – 51 44.79 ± 14.83 7 – 75 
 
Table 2. Estimates of  the most significantly impacted native trees by English ivy growth based on measuring both the height of  
the tree and the height of  English ivy shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 5. Marking data of  Sitka spruce trees with English 
ivy growth along Point Drive Road.
Figure 6. English ivy growth at Abalone Campground.
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ble to native growth. This can lead to further issues in-
volving English ivy growth control. It will continue to 
spread from its current growth location until this plant 
gains access to sunlight. To determine the density of 
healthy vegetation on a patch of land, NDVI is useful 
to observe the ratio between absorption of visible light 
(Red) and reflection of near-infrared (NIR) sunlight 
by plants. As shown in Fig. 7, the NDVI ranged from 
0 – 0.59, and the English ivy occurrence was notice-
able at the forest fringe, open campground, and the 
intact forest (Figs. 7 and 8). English ivy seeds are dis-
persed by birds from the tree trunk to the canopy gap 
area of intact forest (Soll, 2005). Seeds produced over 
60 meters high on tree trunks enhance seed disper-
sal through seashore birds (e.g. Steller’s Jay) that can 
potentially colonize in new habitats (Sulgrove, 2004; 
Swearingen and Diedrich, 2006). Therefore, con-
trolling English ivy growth on the tree trunk before 
its flowering season is important in order to reduce 
the dispersal distance of seeds before they colonize in 
new habitats.
The invasive plant’s growth rate based on the park 
management schedule of removing it once per month 
is shown in Fig. 8. The park announces restoration 
activities for volunteers and the support of California 
Conservation Corps throughout each season (winter, 
spring, and fall), except summer. The reason why sum-
mer is not added to their schedule is because most of 
the support from Humboldt State students and club 
members from the HSU Natural Resource Club are 
on vacation. This map allows the state park to manage 
their time and resources more sufficiently.
Markers illustrated in the legend correspond to 
the following:
White marker: 2014 – 2015 Slow Growth
• English ivy showed a minor increase of 
growth from 2014 and had not expanded 
significantly, resulting in less restoration ac-
tivity within that certain area based on the 
measurements from shapefiles 2015-Hedera 
helix and 2016-Hedera helix.
Red marker: 2014 – 2015 Faster Growth
• English ivy land cover showed a significant 
increase in growth from 2014 to 2015 and 
had not decreased from constant resto-
ration activity. Based on the measurements 
from shapefiles 2015-Hedera helix and 
2016-Hedera helix.
Yellow marker: 2016 
• Current English ivy restoration remov-
al a month after the last data collection in 
Figure 7. NDVI map of  Patrick’s Point State Park analyz-
ing the density of  plant growth of  the state park using NAIP 
imagery 2014. This shows the ecological vegetation of  pos-
sible access to sunlight. The greens indicate healthy closed 
vegetation, the reds indicate unhealthy, scarce vegetation or 
water, and the yellows indicate neutral vegetation. English ivy 
flourishes for sunlight visibility based on its location.
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Table 3. The total count of  marked trees invaded by En-
glish ivy growth within each campground.
English ivy cited by location No. trees with English ivy growth 
Agate Campground 83 
Point Drive Road 79 
Bishop Plane Group Picnic Area 16 
Outside public campground boundary 6 
Abalone Campground 5 
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2016-Hedera helix shapefile. Last data col-
lection of English ivy growth was on 17 Oc-
tober 2016. 
The lack of management of an invasive plant caused 
a dramatic effect on the ecosystem. When non-native 
species are introduced into a new environment, their 
population may sometimes explode in numbers.
Figure 8. A restoration map illustrating the management of  removing English ivy by hand from 2014 to 2016 (Forys, unpub-
lished).
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conclusion & Future work
Over the course of one year, Patrick’s Point State Park 
is making significant progress in removing 0.5 acres 
of English ivy from the landscape. Now, sections of 
the native species are free to grow. This study can be 
used to further answer more research questions, such 
as how has this invasive plant continued to expand, 
and is there any competition? The growth of this inva-
sive plant, which strangles native trees, must be man-
aged before its blooming season, otherwise seeds will 
spread and begin a new cycle.
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Developing a Coastal GIS Model of  Sri Lanka to 
Pinpoint Areas at Risk of  Tsunamis
introduction
This study examined the land-use changes along the 
south-eastern coast of Sri Lanka before and after the 
2004 tsunami to spot areas vulnerable to flooding and 
severe weather events like tsunamis. On December 
26th, 2004, 230,000 people, spanning 14 countries, 
lost their lives due to an offshore earthquake that led 
to a tsunami with waves reported as high as 30 meters 
(United Nations, 2007). The events of 2004 were pow-
ered by an unforeseen seismic event measuring 9.1–
9.3 magnitude along the Indian-Burma boundary off 
the coast of Sumatra, Indonesia (UNESCO, 2009). 
When analyzing the effects of this incident, areas 
vulnerable to flooding and tsunamis can be identified 
due to their lower elevations relative to sea level, and 
topography. These coastal communities can become 
even more vulnerable due to vegetation loss and the 
introduction of invasive species, which can destabilize 
the coastal soil composition.
In the coming decades, these communities will be 
the primary indicator of ecological, agricultural, and 
sociological devastation. As global warming contin-
ues to fuel increased climate changes, the effects will 
manifest as more frequent and more extreme local-
ized disasters. The resulting loss of more than 30,000 
people in Sri Lanka (Miura et al., 2006) was a key 
factor that motivated the Sri Lankan government to 
realize their limitations in addressing major climatic 
events and the severe impact this had on Sri Lanka. 
In 2005, efforts were made to mitigate future events 
from further devastating at-risk coastal communities 
along the southern coastal areas, ranging from Co-
lombo to Trincomalee. Since then, the government of 
Sri Lanka has been working with the World Bank’s 
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AbstrAct
This study examined land-use changes along the south-eastern coast of Sri Lanka before and after the 2004 
tsunami to spot areas vulnerable to flooding and severe weather events like tsunamis. On December 26th, 2004, 
over 30,000 people lost their lives after an offshore earthquake caused a tsunami in Sri Lanka, which resulted in 
waves as high as 30 meters. A time-series vegetation change: (i) immediately after the tsunami between 2004 and 
2005, (ii) pre-tsunami & long-term between 2004 and 2016, and (iii) post-tsunami & long-term between 2005 
and 2016, were mapped using Landsat TM images. The resulting series of change detection models were then uti-
lized to create a series of maps displaying considerable disturbance of vegetation patterns and agricultural activity 
along coastal and inland regions.
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Disaster Risk Management Agency (DRM) to devel-
op mitigation measures, such as government planning 
and regulation of coastal agriculture, removal of inva-
sive species, and replanting of native species along Sri 
Lanka’s southern coastline. The reduction techniques 
developed in Sri Lanka could easily be implemented 
to generate future models, mitigation measures, and 
recommendations for subsequent projects along the 
coastal communities of Humboldt County or any-
where along low-lying coastal regions around the 
globe.
Almost half of Sri Lanka’s southern coastline was 
affected by sea water inundation and related debris 
contamination post-tsunami (Illangasekare, 2006). 
Much of the coastal and inland ecosystems were de-
bilitated by salt water and a variety of other contami-
nants, which resulted in the 2005 Sri Lanka Disaster 
Management Act No. 13 and led to the establishment 
of the Disaster Management Centre (DMC) for risk 
management. The roads and infrastructure were al-
ready suffering from war damage and neglect before 
the tsunami and were left devastated. Because of this, 
it has taken over seven years and 530 million pounds 
(674 million U.S. dollars) to enact repairs to a frac-
tion of the roads, railway tracks, and bridges that were 
damaged (New Civil Engineer, 2005).
A rapid assessment of coastal habitats’ rehabilita-
tion in the southern coastal Hambantota District was 
conducted 20 months following the disaster (Bamba-
radeniya et al., 2006). Samples in different land uses 
and land cover classes such as mangrove, sea-shore, 
and coastal shrublands were taken, revealing good re-
generation potential for lost coastal vegetation (Fig. 
1). As coastal zone demarcation for vulnerabilities, an 
approximate two kilometer inland buffer (boundary 
from coastline to inland) was considered the thresh-
old for what defines a coastal vegetation area in our 
model (Government of Sri Lanka, 1981; Kaplan et al., 
2009) and thus an appropriate geographic buffer for 
this study. The vegetation studies and the associated 
buffer zones were then used as reference for different 
vegetation classifications. This two kilometer buffer 
for coastal biomass estimation was used to assess the 
vegetation’s vulnerability to act as a protective shield 
against flooding and to stabilize coastal soils (i.e. man-
grove vegetation, shelterbelts, windbreaks) and the 
potential impacts of a future tsunami. The vegetation 
within the two kilometer buffer zone is then defined 
as a biological shield (bioshield) and is characterized 
by vegetation composed of trees and shrubs grown 
along the coasts to protect coastal areas (Selvam et al., 
2005). 
While coastal habitats are especially vulnerable to 
climatic change and tsunamis, 59% of the Sri Lankan 
population still lives in coastal districts with maritime 
boundaries (Nayanananda, 2007). Coastal vegetation 
belts, such as mangroves, have been shown to provide 
a natural buffer by absorbing the tsunami wave action 
and currents, thereby reducing human death from tsu-
namis (Kathiresan and Rajendran, 2005). Additional-
ly, studies have measured the importance of sustain-
able management practices and the impact on tropical 
ecosystems such as mangrove forests, coral reefs, and 
seagrass beds (Dahdouh-Guebas, 2002).  
The identification and assessment of stable coast-
al vegetation, or bioshield, along the coastline of Sri 
Lanka is useful for forecasting the specific areas at risk 
of large intermittent wave actions and the likelihood 
Figure 1. Post-tsunami coastal vegetation regeneration sites 
in Hambantota District. Map prepared using the ground con-
trol points surveyed by the IUCN (Source: Bambaradeniya et 
al., 2006).
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of risk to people and property, meaning it requires im-
plementation of the best coastal management plans 
prior to coastal habitat rehabilitation. As a result, the 
vulnerability of these coastal areas to natural disasters 
is directly related to the risk management techniques 
of the Sri Lankan government ( Jayawardane, 2006).  
These coastal areas will continue to be vulnerable 
to sea level rise (SLR) along lands adjacent to wetlands 
and lowlands under the scenarios of 0.3 m and 1.0 m 
in coming decades (Weerakkody, 1996). According to 
UNDP (2007) SLR projections, the maximum SLR 
is estimated to be 0.59 m inundation. According to 
Madurapperuma et al. (2017), erosion at Oluvil beach 
has severely degraded coastal habitats and has led to 
a significant land mass inundation of 0.5 m and 2.0 
m SLR. Predicted SLR in Sri Lanka will be 0.51 m 
in the next 25 years, 0.66 m in 50 years, and 0.96 m 
in 100 years (UNDP, 2007). The resulting sea water 
intrusion to wetlands and lowland paddy lands along 
these areas will likely destroy the ecosystem through 
inundation of saline water.  
Since 2005 the government of Sri Lanka and the 
DRM have spent millions in the recovery effort by 
rebuilding coastal infrastructure and enforcing a 100 
m buffer zone in the west and south and a 200 m buf-
fer zone in the eastern and northern coastlines of Sri 
Lanka, restricting construction (Ratnasooriya, 2007). 
These efforts require an updated analysis of the coast-
al bioshield health to assess the effectiveness of the 
effort by the Sri Lankan government and the World 
Bank’s DRM since 2005 ( Jayawardane, 2006). A com-
prehensive change detection study needs to be imple-
mented to assess mitigation efforts and measure the 
health and vegetation mass of the coastal bioshield.
The mangrove forests and coastal biomass need to 
be measured to better assess the effectiveness of the 
repair efforts as well as the return of biomass due to 
natural processes post-recovery efforts in 2005 along 
the south-western coastal regions from Colombo to 
the north-eastern coastal regions of Trincomalee. Ad-
ditionally, a GIS-based assessment should be part of 
future studies as well, analyzing what coastal areas 
have not recovered and what coastal areas are still at 
risk of climate change-related wave action, saltwater 
contamination, and other occurring natural disasters. 
This study focused on the current biomass of veg-
etation along the coastal region in and around Ampa-
ra Region, Sri Lanka using change detection within 
ENVI® image analysis software to develop a prelim-
inary model. This model will later be expanded with 
in-situ data to update the DMC database on post-tsu-
nami mitigation measures in Sri Lanka. Subsequent 
studies will develop a comparative analysis and model 
of tsunami mitigation techniques and coastal recom-
mendations for the Northern California Humboldt 
coastline.
methods
For this project a vegetation, or land-use, pre- and 
post-tsunami model for Ampara, Sri Lanka was de-
veloped (Fig. 2). The first step was to retrieve data 
Figure 2. Locator map for Ampara (2017) and Hamban-
tota (2006) IUCN study areas (Bambaradeniya et al., 2006).
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from Earth Explorer through the GLOVIS data visu-
alizer for Landsat 5 TM and Landsat 8 with the dates: 
12-2004, 04-2005, and 08-2016.
As depicted in the flow chart in Fig. 3, radiance to 
reflectance calculations were performed prior to anal-
ysis using the Band Math function in ENVI®. The 
brightness values, or radiance, of pixel values of the 
raw Landsat images were converted to reflectance us-
ing the calibrated reflectance values that can be found 
in the metadata of the Landsat images. The reflec-
tance values were useful to delineate vegetation and 
moisture values of Landsat images and widely used 
to derive remotely-sensed indices. For example, veg-
etation health can be detected using the Normalized 
Differential Vegetation Indices (NDVI) (Madurappe-
ruma et al., 2017). When sunlight strikes vegetation, 
certain wavelengths of this spectrum are absorbed and 
other wavelengths are reflected. For instance, pigment 
in plant leaves, such as chlorophyll, strongly absorbs 
visible light (from 0.4 to 0.7 µm) for use in photo-
synthesis. The cell structure of the leaves, on the other 
hand, strongly reflects near-infrared (NIR) light (from 
0.7 to 1.1 µm) (Weier and Herring, 2000). Near-in-
frared light refers to the main infrared component 
of the solar radiation (from 0.7 to 1.1 µm) reflected 
from the Earth’s surface. The next step was to perform 
an NDVI analysis model within ENVI® to analyze 
biomass and health indicators for temporal elements 
(2004–2005, 2005–2016, and 2004–2016).
The bands used for the analysis were 3 (red band) 
and 4 (NIR band) for Landsat 5 and bands 4 and 5 
(red and NIR band, respectively) for Landsat 8 im-
agery, with all results projected in WGS 1984 UTM 
zone 44N. The final comparisons performed were 
from pre-tsunami December 2004 to April 2005, 
from post-tsunami April 2005 to September 2016, 
and from December 2004 to September 2016.
Landsat 5 band description:
Band 3 - red 0.63 – 0.69 µm; Discriminates veg-
etation slopes
Band 4 - NIR 0.77 – 0.90 µm; Emphasizes bio-
mass content and shorelines
Landsat 8 band description:
Band 4 - red 0.64 – 0.67 µm; Discriminates veg-
etation slopes 
Band 5 - NIR 0.88 – 0.85 µm; Emphasizes bio-
mass content and shorelines 
The next step was exporting the images and data 
into ArcMap© for the development of all three maps. 
After importing into ArcMap©10.4 the NDVI raster 
images were then subset in ArcMap© using a two kilo-
meter buffer to define functional coastline parameters 
(Government of Sri Lanka, 1981; Kaplan et al., 2009). 
The resulting clipped NDVI images then underwent 
a pixel conversion from floating point to integer and 
were then reclassified by pixel values. The change de-
tection process was then performed, resulting in three 
classifications:
a. All negative values or decreases below zero 
were classified as “-1”
b. All positive values or increases were classified 
as “1” 
c. Any unchanged or zero values were classified 
as “0”
We then summarized the vegetation change and 
performed a spatial join of the features in terms of 
Figure 3. A change detection workflow for studying tsuna-
mi impact sites in Ampara, Sri Lanka.
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land-use classes in the Ampara study area to quantify 
the tsunami impact vulnerabilities for the best land-
use practices in the future. The land uses within the 
two kilometer buffer were extracted and then vegeta-
tion change within each land use was estimated using 
the tabulate area function in ArcMap©.  
Comparative graphs displaying increases or de-
creases in vegetation were then made to see how each 
land-use change was impacted by the tsunami. These 
values were then converted from raster to polygon 
layers to estimate area by cell size and pixel count. 
By comparing the difference in spectrally identified 
vegetation classes, a significant change in vegetation 
was identified post-tsunami in April 2005. The next 
comparison was for temporal elements of 2005–2016 
which was done to develop a baseline model of what 
repair measures have been made since the 2004 tsu-
nami. A change detection workflow chart between 
2004–2005, 2005–2016, and 2004–2016 is given in 
Fig. 3.
results & discussion
After developing multiple change detection models 
spanning 12 years (Figs. 4–6), the resulting analysis 
shows a considerable amount of damage due to the 
2004 tsunami, evidenced by vegetation loss due to 
saltwater contamination (Ratnasooriya, 2007). The 
NDVI is applied to detect areas of vegetation cover 
increase or decrease, which is given by positive and 
negative values and symbolized by green and red col-
ors, respectively. The NDVI is useful to detect chang-
es in vegetation over time. In this study, however, we 
used NDVI to detect vegetation health corresponding 
to high NDVI values in a particular time step and also 
Figure 4. 2004 and 2005 NDVI images of  Ampara pre- and 
post-tsunami with NDVI values (prior to change analysis) and 
2004–2005 image with completed (short-term) change analy-
sis. The 2004 and 2005 NDVI maps show vegetation health, 
where greens are healthy vegetation, reds are poor vegetation, 
and yellows are neutral vegetation health. In the change de-
tection map, the greens are positive changes and the reds are 
negative changes, with yellow denoting few to no changes.
Figure 5. 2005 and 2016 NDVI images of  Ampara over 11 
years with NDVI values (prior to change analysis) and 2005–
2016 image with completed (long-term) change analysis. The 
2005 and 2016 NDVI maps show vegetation health, where 
greens are healthy vegetation, reds are poor vegetation, and 
yellows are neutral vegetation health. In the change detection 
map, the greens are positive changes and the reds are negative 
changes, with yellow denoting few to no changes.
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detect vegetation changes between two time steps. 
As Figs. 4–6 depict, some green areas in 2004 trans-
formed to red in 2005 due to vegetation damage, or 
vegetation susceptible to tsunami wave impacts. A red 
area changing to green represents vegetation growth, 
or rehabilitation of coastal habitats. The change de-
tection between 2004–2005 and 2004–2016 showed 
a significant decrease in vegetation mass post-tsuna-
mi (a more red color) compared to 2005–2016 (Figs. 
4–6). This procedure was verified with a land-use data-
base from the DATA.GOV (2015) and Google Earth 
for ground-truthing. The change detection analysis 
appeared to show cultivated areas were relocated fur-
ther inland.  
The coastal changes, both natural and cultivated, 
since December 26th, 2004 have resulted in a redis-
tribution of natural vegetation and agricultural lands. 
The changes include the categories of tree cover 
(broad-leaved and deciduous) and closed vegetation. 
Much of these vegetation and cultivated areas appear 
to have relocated inland, likely due to the resulting 
soil contamination from seawater inundation (Matts-
son et al., 2009). This has left a lasting effect along the 
vegetation bioshields for tsunami mitigation from the 
coastal region of Ampara and immediately north to 
Batticaloa (Tanaka, 2009).  
We summarized NDVI vegetation change in re-
lation to land-use classes over time to see how each 
land-use class was impacted by the tsunami and how 
it recovered long-term with sustainable coastal man-
agement practices (Fig. 7 and Table S1). The land-
use change in relation to percent vegetation increased 
(i.e. natural and tree plantation for coastal habitat 
restoration) and/or vegetation decreased (i.e. tsunami 
and anthropogenic degradation, and sea water inun-
dation) was then graphically presented by two bars for 
four land-use categories in Fig. 7. The raw figures on 
extents of per square acre land uses are given in Table 
S1. The land-use and land-cover changes derived from 
remotely sensed images were summarized into seven 
classes: dense forest, open forest, garden, other land, 
paddy, coconut, and undefined. There were no notice-
able changes in open forest, coconut, and undefined 
(Table S1).
Of the land-use classes, natural vegetation, dense 
forests, and open forests have high resistance to tsuna-
mi wave actions, and thus, measured a lesser decrease 
in vegetation than anthropogenic land uses (i.e. gar-
den, paddy, and other lands except coconut plantation) 
(Table S1). Therefore, implementing forests and trees 
as protective shielding of the coastline from tsunamis 
is effective (Fritz et al., 2006). Mattsson et al. (2008) 
reported that natural forests and coconut plantations 
have contributed to high carbon sequestration in 
coastal ecosystems. In addition, extensive root mats of 
coconut trees offer protection from scouring and ero-
sion (Forbes and Broadhead, 2007). Therefore, clear 
cutting coconut trees for harbor construction resulted 
in coastal erosion at Oluvil beach (Madurapperuma et 
al., 2017).
Figure 6. 2004 and 2016 NDVI images of  Ampara over 12 
years with NDVI values (prior to change analysis) and 2004–
2016 image with completed (long-term) change analysis. The 
2004 and 2016 NDVI maps show vegetation health, where 
greens are healthy vegetation, reds are poor vegetation, and 
yellows are neutral vegetation health. In the change detection 
map, the greens are positive changes and the reds are negative 
changes, with yellow denoting few to no changes.
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According to the previous studies, buildings with-
in one kilometer of the coastline in the eastern re-
gion have been severely damaged due to tsunami wave 
actions (Miura et al., 2006). The maximum tsunami 
heights of the east coast were reported to be 3–7 
m (Wijetunge, 2006). Therefore, transforming hu-
man-influenced land uses, such as paddy and home 
gardens, to natural coastal vegetation is beneficial 
to mitigating tsunami and cyclone effects. Based on 
these findings, we suggest that the government give 
incentives to landowners to convert their lands to 
more tsunami-resilient land uses. 
conclusion & recommendAtions
After developing multiple change detection models 
spanning 12 years, the resulting analysis shows a con-
siderable amount of devastation due to the wave action 
that inundated coastal communities from the 2004 
tsunami. The changes and repairs since December 
26th, 2004 resulted in the apparent relocation of agri-
cultural lands, and the natural redistribution of vegeta-
tion further inland, which is likely due to the resulting 
soil contamination from seawater inundation (Matts-
son et al., 2009). This has left a lasting effect along the 
vegetation bioshields for tsunami mitigation (Tanaka, 
2009), from the coastal region of Ampara and imme-
diately north to Batticaloa. Additional research should 
be done using higher resolution imagery than the 30 
m resolution provided by Landsat data. High resolu-
tion spatio-temporal data sets recorded from sequen-
tial aerial photography (i.e. unmanned aerial vehicle) 
would be essential for accurately mapping vegetation 
dynamics in Sri Lanka (Dahdouh-Guebas, 2002; 
Dahdouh-Guebas et al., 2000). These additional data 
sets could then be utilized to identify which specific 
plant species were most and least affected by salt water 
inundation. To continue this process, high resolution 
images (i.e. drone images) could also be used to devel-
op a more accurate digital elevation model to further 
identify lower elevation areas at risk of flooding. This 
could then be used to create SLR prediction models to 
identify specific waterways and corridors most vulner-
able to SLR and inland salt water inundation. These 
improvements to the model would provide a highly 
accurate measurement of vegetation bioshields for the 
mitigation of tsunami wave action. The result would 
be a predictive model of inland coastal inundation 
patterns. These data could be developed further with 
existing SLR data with a statistical model measuring 
inland flooding patterns. The final result would be a 
study to repair and promote growth within at-risk 
coastal communities of Sri Lanka. 
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2004 – 2005 Decreased Unchanged Increased 
Dense forest 9.79 5126.42 0 
Open forest 0 20 188.53 0 
Garden 711.22 19 637.88 0 
Other land 906.26 97 036.28 805.07 
Paddy 557.32 47 442.97 24.91 
Undefined 0 49.37 0 
 
2005 – 2016 Decreased Unchanged Increased 
Dense forest 0 49.37 0 
Open forest 0 5136.20 0 
Garden 0.44 20 348.65 0 
Other land 15.79 99 320.05 23.13 
Paddy 0 48 024.09 1.11 
Undefined 0 20 188.53 0 
 
2004 – 2016 Decreased Unchanged Increased 
Dense forest 0 5136.20 0 
Open forest 0 49.37 0 
Garden 168.80 100 074.19 37.81 
Other land 2.22 48 022.76 0.22 
Paddy 106.97 20 242.12 0 
Undefined 0 20 188.53 0 
 
Table S1. Land-use/cover change in acres between 
2004–2005, 2005–2016, and 2004–2016.
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